ABSTRACT:
We have studied the target thickness (px) dependence of the convoy electron yield Ye(qf) for the incident projectiles Niqi+ (15.6 MeV/u) with qi=28 and 27 on carbon foils in coincidence with the outgoing projectiles with charge qf=28 and 27. Simultaneously the charge state evolution F(qf,px) dependent on the incident charge qi has been measured. For this collision system the charge state distribution saturates for target thicknesses larger than 650 ug/cm2. In the framework of the model for convoy electron production and transport the px dependence of the yield Ye(qi,qf) can be explained by assuming ECC and ELC processes. A transport length Ac must be introduced, which is twelf times larger than the attenuation length A, obtained with isotachic free electrons.
In the last years great experimental evidence had been achieved that convoy electron production takes place in the bulk of the solid. Therefore the last-layer model for convoy electron production was discarded Ill.
If the convoy electrons are formed by the charge exchange processes of the projectile ion inside the solid the question arises how these electrons keep still correlated to the projectile ion in spite of the elastic and inelastic scattering processes inside the solid. The attenuation length for free electrons A, extends from several A for MeV/u) P states qf. The lines are with the incident charge drawn to guide the eye. states qi=27 and 28 in coincidence with projectiles of the outgoing charge state qf=27 and 28. Also the evolution of the charge state distribution F(qf) ( fig. 1 ) was recorded. The experimental arrangement is the same than described in ref. -- Ye(qi=28, qf=28) and Ye(qi=27,qf=27) are produced by pure ECC and A,=A,, after a very rapid increase the yield Ye should follow the dependence of the incident charge state qi. In the case of pure ELC the p x dependence of the yield should follow the charge fraction F(qfVl). Therefore in the scope of the used model the increase of Ye(qi=28,qf=28) cannot be explained only by assuming ELC events, because the responsible F(qf-l) fraction increases to slow to explain the data. If a contribution of ECC and ELC is permitted the fitting procedure leads to a portion of 50% ECC and ELC. The increase of the yield point to an enhanced transport length with Ac=24+5 pg/cm2. The comparable value for isotachic free electrons is Ae=lOO A [21.
Interpreting the increase of Ye(qi=28,qf=28) as an indication for an enhanced transport length Ac of the convoy electrons we find that Acc>Ac>Ae These results are obtained from a simple Ansatz, which does not include any type of excitation process of the projectile electrons. But the found enhanced transport length for convoy electrons supports the concept of refocusing of electrons which accompany higly charged ions in solids [61.
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